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THE JOURNAL (28 minutes)
The loss of his mother at a very early age has haunted Alex his entire life. As a 
young adult in midst of a downward spiral, he discovers the gift that could set him 
free. No longer able to run from his past, Alex must face the issue that has defined 
him: Getting to know the mother he never had.

MR. JIMMY’S BIRTHDAY CHALLENGE (26 minutes)
For his 80th birthday, Mr. Jimmy Moore challenges himself to run 80 kilometers. His 
small town in Mississippi gets behind him to see if they too can ‘run their age' - from 
age 8 to 80. in his quest, a retired railroad man turned extreme athlete discovers how 
to "prepare for death by learning how to enjoy life right up to the end." 

RED WEDNESDAY (12 minutes)
Nine year old Sholeh attempts to revive her ailing mother with a Zoroastrian fire 
celebration.

UNCROSS THE STARS (1 hour 36 minutes)
The story follows Troy, a young man whose beloved wife passes away. The movie 
opens at her funeral, and Troy, ill-equipped to deal with this kind of grief at this stage 
in his life, just shuts down. Lost for direction, he receives in the mail a letter his wife 
wrote him while she was sick, which asks him to build his Aunt Hilda a porch. With 
nowhere else to turn, Troy drives to where his aunt lives in the desert. There, he 
meets with his Aunt Hilda, a supporting cast of crazy fun old ladies, and Bobby, a 
kind of wise cowboy, all of whom make it easier for Troy to find the place within to 
deal with his grief and move forward, and help open Troy's eyes that his pain is not 
unique. in the Process, Troy also learns the Difference between "true love" and
''love at first sight".
NB This film is also listed in ‘films from the heart’.


